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Proto Tables

The Proto series launched in 2019 with a range of furniture for 

seating. With the latest addition to the series, we have created 

matching tables with the same kind of sculpted aesthetic that has 

become a prized trademark for the Proto collection. The tables are 

based on the same architectural principle, and the design process 

has once again been led by the Scottish-Swedish designer Nick Ross.

The tables are made in oak, with the soft pebble like tops in solid 

wood. The tapered edge gives an added sense of tactility, especially 

on the smaller tables where the user has a much closer interaction 

- for example when pulling the table closer to be used as a laptop 

table. 

The Proto series are created for larger, open public spaces where 

there’s a need for seclusion. With the current Covid-19 situation in 

mind, we are going to see a rise in demand for engaging settings 

that allow intimate social interaction not limited to confined spaces 

such as small meeting rooms. When the world opens up again in the 

near future and we return to public spaces and offices, they need to 

be even better suited to us than they were before.

Design: Nick Ross

Nick Ross’ Stockholm-based design practice takes is inspiration 

from philosophy and art. Well-researched, the shapes and forms 

he unveils are carefully created in response to human stories, new 

behaviours and historic crafts. It is the poetry in Ross’ minimal 

yet considered work that stands out, filled with vivid narratives 

and beautiful ideas. Tactility, through both materiality and finish, 

runs through Ross’ collections, which creates an inviting sense of 

humanism around everything the studio produces.
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Specifications

Models

Table Ø42 H55

Table Ø80 H35

Table L53 H45

Table L98 H35

Length

42 cm

80 cm

53 cm

98 cm

Weight (Net/Gross)

8 kg / 10 kg

16 kg / 18 kg

9 kg / 11 kg

22 kg / 24 kg

Package dimensions (L / W / H)

43,5 / 43,5 / 46,5 cm

81,5 / 81,5 / 36,5 cm

99,5 / 81,5 / 36,5 cm

54,5 / 43,5 / 46,5 cm

Design

Material

Surface

Tests & certificates

Height

55 cm

35 cm

45 cm

35 cm

Width

42 cm

80 cm

42 cm

80 cm

Nick Ross

Table top: Solid oak

Base: Oak veneer

Feet: Felt

Soap treated or stained in all RAL colours

FSC®-163859
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Clarity of purpose

We believe that furniture should have clarity of purpose. This 
belief informs all of our work as we continue to explore and foster 

behavioural-led public spaces.

Notes


